Her encounters with the unfamiliar through her self-imposed exile (ehignment) allow for a synthesis of times. The process of composing the scrapbook occurs in a "real dme" at the temporal confluence of her past journey, her past perfect life (with its perhaps stultifying proximite des fc/iifs), and her future aspirations. The real-time synthesis found in the immediacy of scrapbooking mends the disparate times of Ireland's experiences through the spatial distance afforded by travel. This construchon of time begins where Ireland herself started-with the details (material and phenomenal) collected on the tour and with the manner these fleeting "scraps" transform the map. Put another way, the tour, in its trace of scrapbooked ephemera, reconfigures the physiotemporal map of the original itinerary. Ireland's scrapbook serves as an example of how the tour conditions a series of mapsfrom the printed map itself to the mental map of places to the penultimate map reconfigured both real and imagined, is a fragmentary reading of places woven together by Ireland's account of her experiences as a tourist.
August 4, 1923 Three days into her excursion, Ireland notes a "collision" after lunch near Bradford, Vermont, just before reaching Hall's Pond at 5 PM. Throughout the scrapbook (though to a greater degree in the first week of the trip), the left-hand margin registers the more factual aspects of the journey. In this way, the perhaps unremarkable collision shares textual space with dates, arrival and departure times, lunch appointments, and daily mileage (in this case, 85 miles on August 3rd and 77 miles on August 4th). In these two days, Ireland travels north from Shelbume Falls, through western New Hampshire, and on to Bradford." in the exercise Precedents provide a critical and historical ground for Ireland's scrapbook-map. The composition of her scrapbook suggests a sophisticated and highly visual map-making sensibility reminiscent of Piranesi's Campus Martius in which the fragments of maps, texts, and artifacts form a composite topographia of the 'fields of Mars' as well as the eighteenth century architect's own mental landscape.'' While Ireland maps for us a very personal mental landscape, she also measures her trip with quantitative and descriptive information in the tradition of itinerarium maps. Ireland's scrapbook begins with a rigorous set of entries logging events and mileage in the columnar format reminiscent of seventeenth century pilgrimage texts, which marked time and place through marginal notations and formed "text-maps."'" Underscoring a devotional undercurrent of her journey, Ireland refers to one of the postcards picked up in the trip's early stages as a "souvenir of my pilgrimage." But this format is shortlived in the scrapbook-map, and the author's travels do not follow what Tom Conley has referred to as the itinerarium's "uni-lateral narrative trajectory."" Ireland's map instead traces a non-linear logic of time and place, made possible by her quite literal adaptation of "dissected maps" in which places and events are rearranged to demonstrate the tour's significance.'^h er trip.'^In this way, she follows in the epistolary tradition of Emily Post's mapping of her westward exploration of early American road culture. In 1915, the editor of Collier's magazine had asked Post to write about her passage from New York to the Golden Gate Bridge. In addition to these accounts, the travelerjournalist also included hand-drawn maps highlighting particular events and places along her tour.''' This connection with Post's work also exposes an ambiguity in Ireland's intention. Post's maps served a journalistic purpose, but the intended audience for Ireland's scrapbook is unclear. We might assume that Ireland's work is no different from nineteenth-century 'commonplace books', which were typically private documents of family history.'" As a more actively conceived poem-map however, Ireland's book transcends the simple mnemonic purpose of recording everyday family life and approaches the editorial format of a guidebook telling the story of a nascent auto-culture from a uniquely female perspective." Here, Ireland's account parallels that of Post's, in its performance as a general guide for women travelers carrying out progressively independent journeys across the country and in its legibility as a specific portrait of one woman's impressions. Ultimately, it is this autobiographical impulse narrated within the mapped geographies that drives Ireland's scrap-booking and map-making.
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August 1923 "Intensive Flivving," in Tlic Atlantic magazine:
By poking around, I mean setting out with no definite objective, or else with an objective so ridiculously easy of access that there will always be time to stop anywhere on the way; and then driving as slowly as you like; and whenever you see anything that excites your curiosity, getting out and investigating it....'Î reland's scrapbook maps the interaction of three distinct but overlapping time sequences; Ireland's trip (from her own perspective as the narrator), her husband's divergent itinerary, and her recollected tour after the journey has been completed. Not unlike the retrospective and educational narratives of chronologies collees, her obsessive collection of material affords her a critical and reflective appraisal of the meaning of This drive is as evident in the book's materiality as within its narrative content. Ireland's scrapbook-map employs a mix of media ranging from tourist postcards to personally sketched maps that imply a metatextual narrative. In the decade after Ireland's tour, James Agee and Walker Evans will echo the effective nuance of such a method as the travelers recorded their photographic and textual mapping of the 1930s rural South in Let Us Noiv Praise Famous Men. Preparing to assemble what they had accumulated on their travels, Agee wrote: If I could do it, I'd do no writing at all here. It would be photographs; the rest would be fragments of cloth, bits of cotton, lumps of earth, records of speech, pieces of wood and iron, phials of odors....'" Ireland attends to Agee's petition with a tangible collection of ephemera from her tour, including cropped map fragments,'" personal photographs, handwoven blanket swatches, a fold-out map of Quebec's geology, telegrams, newspaper clippings, railway maps, shipping and rail schedules (with "notes for unaccompanied women"), and tourist brochures (such as the "Itinerary for visitors to Quebec").
August 19, 1923
Ireland visits the shop of Auguste Labrecque, who specializes in "home-spun" wool blankets. Placed next to wool swatches, the business card has been annotated with the price of $2 per yard.-" ftu.s 11-"good-bye to R. [Ronald Curtis]," and witnesses a burning house.^' As registers for her personal narrative, the tour maps anchor the non-linear temporal and spatial data. Ireland's itinerary documented in the scrapbook describing "wild waves" and her own annotations such as "150 miles to the ocean." As she looks forward to the coastal experience and reunion with family and friends, she also reflects back on her Canadian Borges' own fantasy of the one-to-one map of the world.-^But, in the case of Ireland's scrapbook, the full-scale quality relies on an experientially-derived reference system of place, time, and memory rather than the more dispassionate, though no less biased, production of a representative map. As such, Ireland's story is a localized and personal world-map. The resulting proximity of the narrative, as a material artifact for us and as a tangible record for her, yields a simultaneously reflective and exteriorized examination of our own potential "place" in the story. In the resulting scrapbook-map, we read other places, but we also re-read ourselves.
Ireland's scrapbook takes the form of map as autobiography. As a corollary to J.B. Harley's idea that maps are "transcriptions of ourselves,"-'' the scrapbook directly maps the author's thought processes, encounters with disparate places, and the stories associated with each place. At one level, the scrapbookmap is a personal history recording biographical information for future readers probably related to the author. But as we have seen, Ireland's story delves deeper into the meaning of her trip and the medium and processes of map-making itself. As an epistolary document, the author corresponds with an unspecified recipient, or interlocutor. She essentially uses each constellation of fragments as a type of telegram -a writing across boundaries (scales, geography, familial ties, and cultural difference) and times (her own past and future and each place's present and past). The conversation and encounter on the Canadian bridge also reflect the importance of literal and metaphorical boundaries that Ireland narrates in her recreated map. August 20, 1923 What does this say about the relation of tour and map and ephemera and time? Tourism as a critical artistic practice has the potential to re-bind fragmentary experience of places. For Ireland, the map itself becomes a device for retelling the tour and for retying fragments of memories and places. This procedure occurs at two levels; the literal cutting and deploying of fragments of ephemera within the text and the metaphorical understanding of the scrapbook as a narrative map, a storyteUing device to convey her experience. As Lucy Lippard has pointed out, tourism is a way to experience the "disparate surfaces of everyday life" and reintegrate our "fragmented world."-' Ireland's document recalls Harley's Ordnance Survey Map, which "has become a graphic autobiography; it restores time to memory and it recreates for the inner eye the fabric and seasons of a former life."-' Repairing the weave of time and memory, Ireland's reconstruction of her tour's map allows the permanent presencing of her past journey.
Reading her journey, we pass seamlessly through and along Ireland's experience of places and events, made non-linear in her methods of eliding disconnected moments and layering parallel stories. the web of time where it had been broken."" Ireland's document and the more contemporary filmic scrapbook are "immemorial" artifacts that by definition extend back beyond memory. Marker reinvents the form of the scrapbook in his dated but altogether relevant CD-Rom project Immemory, a digital ars memoriae that looks at the fragility of moments "suspended in If we tour the disparate bits of experience in order to find ourselves again, then perhaps the arrangement of the scrapbook's residual bits and pieces (indicators of fleeting episodes) acknowledges the paradox that we must forget to remember.'" In her scrapbook, Ireland cuts, displaces, and crops the geographies and spaces of her travels for the same reason filmmaker Chris Marker documents his own real and imagined tours, "to repair Also tied up in the scrapbook's (and Marker's) "immemory" of the forgotten past is the idea that memory is necessary for time to exist. After his encounter with Einstein in April 1922, Henri Bergson publishes the second edition of Duree ct simiiltnneite the following year. Bergson identifies duration as a kind of memory that creates the necessar\' connections between the beaded moments of time. Made in the scrapbooks by the "scraps" themselves, these connections serve to continue the previous experiences into the "immediately after." Ireland's beaded moments occur as armotated times and events in the left-hand margin and more poetically as photographed episodes.
In one such case, between August 7 and 8, we move from the canoe excursion to an image of the Old Man of the Mountains (its foregrounded viewers clearly caught up in their sublime experience) to a map fragment with its own town-beads slung within the colored road network. Proxiding the background for Bergsonian duration, the scrapbook format (as book and beaded scraps) allows for the "perpetually renewed forgetfulness of what is not the immediately prior moment."'''
We absorb this immediacy of past and present, anti then we turn the page. Here is the paradox of the confluence of remembering and forgetting, and here is our own scrapbook of "real time.'"'^The Bergsonian scrapbook combines perception and conception in the lived time of its writing and subsequent reading.
Re-reading its contents, we continue to live in the scrapbooknot in the way that Fredric Jameson says that we are immersed in process, but in the way that Ireland's scrapbook exists in the limbo of immemory between her arrival home (not documented in the scrapbook) and future departures of recollection inspired by her scrapbook-map.
May 6, 1923
Before departing for France (where he will meet his wife), Nabokov writes, "we are the caterpillars of angels."'" Through his butterflies, those ephemera of duration, Nabokov traces his own immemorial path and process. In 1906, Nabokov caught his first butterfly and with his mother's help, pinned it for his future collection. In subsequent years, Nabokov will work between the poetic and the scientific to understand the resonance of time and memory. And on January 1, 1941, Nabokov will purchase a special pass to the American Museum of Natural History to access its butterfly collections. Two years later, describing the discovery and documentation of a butterfly, the lepidopterist writes that a poem may eventually die but that it will "ape the immortality of this red label on a little butterfly."^" Singing the story of the butterfly and combining immemory with immortality, Nabokov captures a temporal suspension that is for the moment beyond memory and perhaps even "out of mind," to be experienced not as something named but as an angelic state of becoming.
In Nabokov's butterfly scrapbooks, as in his poems, the taping of the sketched fragments of butterfly wings might be seen to repair the web of time, broken by the necessary fragmentation and fixing of these scientific ephemera. But it is not simply the tape that holds these fragile moments to the page. Just as Ireland records her H\^^9 journey by re-inventing a mode of narration, Nabokov anchors his findings ( Flivxing originates from "flivver," American slang for a cheap motor car and (in a secondarv denotation) for a person or thing with the propensity for failure (Oxford English Dtctionaty). In its gerund form, the term combines the characteristically perilous travel in the early American automobile with the sense of "flitting" or "flying all about." Vie Atlantic excerpt clipped out and pasted in the scrapbook by Mar\' Ireland confirms this connotation and can be read as a description of the seemingly aimless flight and "flutter" of the butterfly (see "August 1923" section in the text and note 13).
2 Mary Ireland's scrapbook is in the Newberry Librar\''s collection under the following call number: map 5C G3720 1923. 17 (PrCt).
3 Vladimir Nabokov travels to France and meets future wife Vera Evseevna. indirection bears out a nuanced mode of experiencing the world. Both women find in the scrapbook a medium for self-expression that is both timeless and of the tiiiie.'^'^' Ireland and Hoch each appropriate mass media to construct the scrapbook. To construct her "personal dreams of Utopia,"'*^Hoch uses mainstream images from Ullstein press publications of the time/and Ireland relies on Rand McNally oil company maps for the scrapbook's main structure.
Without any indications that either woman planned to publish her work, the scrapbooks are highly personalized, private Utopias in which the function of remembering is to explore the excitement of media's transformation of visual experience (Hoch) and the exhilaration of the traveler's experience as it remakes the retrospective map (Ireland). Ireland's Utopia is perhaps more closely hed to a specific eutopia, or "good place," as opposed to Hoch's reconfiguration of mass media's "no place" of production. Ireland's work is closely linked to specific places and at the same time the hypothetical construction of a highly personalized place of reflection. Ireland's method offers us a way of thinking about the relation of time and place from within the scrapbook's immemorial conflation of eutopia and Utopia as well as its permissive concurrence of past and present. Tliis scrapbook mentality might afford us a method of moving within the often-problematic experience of our own contemporary itinerancies.
